The Impact of Multilocus Variable-Number Tandem-Repeat Analysis on PulseNet Canada Escherichia coli O157:H7 Laboratory Surveillance and Outbreak Support, 2008-2012.
The lack of pattern diversity among pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) profiles for Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Canada does not consistently provide optimal discrimination, and therefore, differentiating temporally and/or geographically associated sporadic cases from potential outbreak cases can at times impede investigations. To address this limitation, DNA sequence-based methods such as multilocus variable-number tandem-repeat analysis (MLVA) have been explored. To assess the performance of MLVA as a supplemental method to PFGE from the Canadian perspective, a retrospective analysis of all E. coli O157:H7 isolated in Canada from January 2008 to December 2012 (inclusive) was conducted. A total of 2285 E. coli O157:H7 isolates and 63 clusters of cases (by PFGE) were selected for the study. Based on the qualitative analysis, the addition of MLVA improved the categorization of cases for 60% of clusters and no change was observed for ∼40% of clusters investigated. In such situations, MLVA serves to confirm PFGE results, but may not add further information per se. The findings of this study demonstrate that MLVA data, when used in combination with PFGE-based analyses, provide additional resolution to the detection of clusters lacking PFGE diversity as well as demonstrate good epidemiological concordance. In addition, MLVA is able to identify cluster-associated isolates with variant PFGE pattern combinations that may have been previously missed by PFGE alone. Optimal laboratory surveillance in Canada is achieved with the application of PFGE and MLVA in tandem for routine surveillance, cluster detection, and outbreak response.